
 

Corona pandemic:
Example of mainstream
media terrifying people
through propaganda?
Could the Corona pandemic be a unique example by the mainstream media, of how to 
terrify people through propaganda? Critical voices about the drastic measures are 
largely ignored. The magazine 'Blauer Bote' has collected more than 75 expert 
opinions from all over the world. You can view a small selection in this program.

The coronavirus pandemic proclaimed by the WHO is now affecting the lives of people all 
around the world. 
There are confinement restrictions, shops had to be closed: Kindergartens, like the one 
behind me, are closed.

The economy is in free fall, and a global recession is to be expected. Are the implemented 
measures justifiable after all, as human lives should be prioritized over economic interests? 
Or is the corona pandemic a unique example of the mainstream media using propaganda to 
terrify people - since critical expert opinions on the measures are concealed worldwide? 
Form your own opinion on this.

The German magazine “Blauer Bote” (Blue Angel) has collected the opinions of more than 75
experts on the corona virus from all over the world.
Here KLA.TV publishes only a small selection. The complete collection of expert opinions 
can be found under the following link: 
http://blauerbote.com/2020/04/13/75-expertenstimmen-zu-corona/

Professor Dr. Klaus Pueschel, forensic physician and head of the Hamburg Forensic 
Medicine Department. 
“This virus influences our lives in a completely excessive way.
This is in not related to the danger posed by the virus. And the astronomical economic 
damage now being done is not proportionate to the danger posed by the virus.
I'm convinced that Corona mortality will not even peak to the annual mortality rate...”
 [...] In Hamburg, not a single person who was not previously ill has died due to the virus. [...] 
There is no reason for fear of death in connection with the spreading of the disease here in 
the Hamburg region, he said. [1]

Professor Dr. Dr. Martin Haditsch, specialist in microbiology, virology and infectious disease 
epidemiology, Austria. 
“After a long period of reflection, I turn to the remaining people gifted with common sense. 
And despite possible hostilities, shit storms or stigmatization, I do not want to be deprived of 
the right to critically question comments by journalists, so-called experts, as well as decisions
of people with political responsibility.
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[...] The percentage of serious cases and death rates is overestimated by a factor of 10. 
[…]Anyone who wrongly judges the current procedure to be appropriate would probably have
to question this over and over again with the same consequence every year during the 
influenza season, on the occasion of the annual influenza data.” [2]

Professor Dr. Eran Bendavid and Professor Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, professors of medicine at 
Stanford University, USA. 
“The fear of Covid-19 is based on a high estimated fatality rate – 2 to 4% of people with 
confirmed Covid-19 have died according to the World Health Organization and other 
organizations. […]
[...] We believe that this estimate is deeply flawed. [...] If the number of actual infections is 
much greater than the number of cases – orders of magnitude greater – then the actual case
fatality rate is much lower. 
That's not only plausible, but from what we know so far, it's a likely scenario.” [3]

Professor Dr. John Oxford from the Queen Mary University, London, Great Britain, world 
leading virologist and influenza specialist: 
“Personally, I would say the best advice is to spend less time watching TV news which is 
sensational and not very good. Personally, I view this Covid outbreak as being similar to a 
bad winter influenza epidemic. In this case we have had 8000 deaths last year in the ‘at risk’ 
groups with that is to say 65% people with heart disease etc. I do not feel this current Covid 
will exceed this number. We are suffering from a media epidemic!” [4]

Professor Dr. Gerd Bosbach, Professor emeritus of statistics, mathematics and empirical 
economic and social research and co-author of the well-known book “Lying with numbers”. 
“First of all: With the tripling of the tests, there was also a little more than a tripling of those 
who tested positive.
This tripling was presented to the citizens as a tripling of those infected.
Far-reaching decisions require secure foundations. This is exactly what has been neglected 
so far.
The repeated equation of the number of positively tested persons with the number of infected
persons blurs the view, as does the counting method for Corona deaths. [...] The 
government's guideline, concerning when a reduction of the measures is necessary, is based
on a fictitious number of infected persons, which however is not in line with reality. 

Professor Dr. Jochen A. Werner, Medical Director and Chairman of the Board of the 
University Medical Center Essen.
“Corona viruses are known to us from the past [...] But the data suggest that this disease is 
less dangerous than influenza. In the case of influenza, we can all well remember how a 
serious outbreak occurred in 2017.
In the end there were 27,000 fatalities in Germany. And it seems that some people have 
forgotten about these 27,000 deaths. [...](...) This can’t be, that we care about nothing but 
Corona and that somewhere there might be the threat of some other germ outbreaks for 
example.” 

Dr. David Katz, Yale University, USA, Founding Director of the Yale University Prevention 
Research Center.
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“Is Our Fight Against Coronavirus Worse Than the Disease? […] the potential application of a
“herd immunity” approach, […]The data from South Korea […] indicate that as much as 99 
percent of active cases in the general population are “mild” and do not require specific 
medical treatment.
[…]The deaths have been mainly clustered among the elderly, those with significant chronic 
illnesses such as diabetes and heart disease, and those in both groups. 
This is not true of infectious scourges such as influenza. The flu hits the elderly and 
chronically ill people hard, too, but it also kills children.”

Professor Dr. Peter C. Goetzsche, Medical researcher and professor at the University of 
Copenhagen.
“Corona: an epidemic of mass panic […]The WHO estimates that an influenza season kills 
about 500,000 people, or about 50 times more than those who have died so far during more 
than 3 months of the Coronavirus epidemic. […]No such draconian measures were applied 
during the 2009 influenza pandemic, and they obviously cannot be applied every winter, 
which is all year round, as it is always winter somewhere. We cannot close down the whole 
world permanently.” 

Professor Dr. Michael Meyen, Professor for Communication Science at the LMU Munich.
“A journalism that only parrots public announcements without criticism is coming to an end. 
[…] Reading the newspaper is quick these days. Two minutes, like in the GDR. Turn the 
pages once and you know that the government opinion has not changed and the media logic 
has not changed either. Actually, I've already said all there is to say about that. I wrote last 
week about how journalism and politics have rocked each other up on the imperative of 
attention and thereby created a reality that cannot even be discussed openly on the street 
between three people. This is the death of the public sphere, which cannot be revived 
online.” 

Jonathan Sumption, former judge of the British Supreme Court.
“It's usually because people willingly surrender their freedom in return for protection against 
some external threat. And the threat is usually a real threat but usually exaggerated. That's 
what I fear we are seeing now. […] And anyone who has studied history will recognize here 
the classic symptoms of collective hysteria. Hysteria is infectious. […] whether the cure may 
be worse than the disease.” 

Professor Dr. Joel Kettner, University of Manitoba, Canada.
“First, I want to say that in 30 years of public health medicine I have never seen anything like 
this, anything anywhere near like this. I’m not talking about the pandemic, because I’ve seen 
30 of them, one every year. It is called influenza. And other respiratory illness viruses, we 
don’t always know what they are. But I’ve never seen this reaction, and I’m trying to 
understand why. […]pressure that is being put on public health doctors and public health 
leaders. And that pressure is coming from various places. The first place it came from was 
the Director-General of the World Health Organization (WHO) when he said “This is a grave 
threat and a public enemy number one”, I have never heard a Director-General of WHO use 
terms like that.”
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Sources:
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19-noch-keiner-gestorben--36508928
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3. https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-the-coronavirus-as-deadly-as-they-say-11585088464

4. https://novuscomms.com/2020/03/31/a-view-from-the-hvivo-open-orphan-orph-laboratory-
professor-john-oxford/

5. https://www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=59903

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFg5rcNNGNo

7. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/20/opinion/coronavirus-pandemic-social-distancing.html

8. https://www.deadlymedicines.dk/corona-an-epidemic-of-mass-panic/

9. https://www.rubikon.news/artikel/kniefall-vor-der-macht

10. https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/former-supreme-court-justice-this-is-what-a-police-state-is-
like-

11. https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/17/listen-cbc-radio-cuts-off-expert-when-he-questions-
covid19-narrative/

This may interest you as well:

#Coronavirus-en - www.kla.tv/Coronavirus-en

Kla.TV – The other news ... free – independent – uncensored ...

è what the media should not keep silent about ...
è Little heard – by the people, for the people! ...
è regular News at www.kla.tv/en

Stay tuned – it’s worth it!

Free subscription to our e-mail newsletter here: www.kla.tv/abo-en

Security advice:

Unfortunately countervoices are being censored and suppressed more and more. As long as 
we don't report according to the ideology and interests of the corporate media, we are 
constantly at risk, that pretexts will be found to shut down or harm Kla.TV.

So join an internet-independent network today! Click here: 

www.kla.tv/vernetzung&lang=en

Licence:    Creative Commons License with Attribution
Spreading and reproducing is endorsed if Kla.TV if reference is made to source. No content may be presented out of context.
The use by state-funded institutions is prohibited without written permission from Kla.TV. Infraction will be legally prosecuted.
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